Interpretable machine learning models have received increasing interest in recent years, especially in domains where humans are involved in the decision-making process. However, the possible loss of the task performance for gaining interpretability is o en inevitable.
INTRODUCTION
e deployment of machine learning in real-world applications has led to a surge of interest in systems optimized not only for task performance but also model interpretability.
e desire for interpretability is especially motivated by domains where human experts are involved in the decision-making process. In many heavily regulated industries such as judiciary and healthcare, understanding the decision-making process of an analytical model is not just a preference but o en a ma er of legal and ethic compliance [6] . While interpretable machine learning is blossoming, black-box machine learning, in parallel, has also undertaken unprecedented development in recent years, especially with the advancement in deep learning [19] . Unlike interpretable models, black-box models generate decisions through a complicated process that can hardly be comprehended by humans.
Despite their rapid advance, neither of the two types of models alone su ce to serve the need of many real-world applications. Interpretable models have to use only a small number of cognitive chunks and simple (shallow) structures, in order to be understandable to humans. Due to this constraint on model dimensions, predictive performance may be sacri ced to gain interpretability under certain circumstances, especially when dealing with highdimensional data. Black-box models, on the other hand, do not have these constraints but are unable to provide explanations for their results. When solving a real-world problem where both task performance and interpretability is a necessity, neither of a pure interpretable nor a pure black-box model will be satisfying.
One recent solution to bridging this gap is to provide interpretable explanations or approximations for a black-box model, either locally [27] or globally [2, 18] . e explanations serve as post hoc analysis which provides some insights into the decisionmaking process. But the interpretable model does not interfere or assist the black-box in the decision making and the output depends solely on the black-box. erefore, the interpretable model does not help improve the performance.
In this paper, we introduce a new solution from a di erent perspective. We design a framework that integrates an interpretable model and any black-box model into a joint decision-making process, leveraging the strength of both.
e goal is to preserve or possibly improve the predictive performance of the black-box model while providing interpretable decisions on (at least a subset of) the data. We call such a model a Hybrid Decision Model.
is form of the model is motivated by how humans make decisions in many real world situations. For example, when a doctor diagnoses a patient, if the patient demonstrates easy "textbook" symptoms, a diagnosis can be made right away via simple reasoning and symptom matching. However, if the patient is a much arXiv:1802.04346v1 [cs. LG] 12 Feb 2018 harder case with symptoms that do not perfectly match documented descriptions of any disease, then a more experienced doctor or a consultation of several experts will be summoned, representing a more complicated decision model being activated. A hybrid decision model works in a similar way. It assigns an interpretable model to a subset of data, providing explanations, and activates the blackbox model on the rest of the data where the interpretable model does not su ce. We call the subset of data sent to the interpretable model "explained", and de ne a new concept, explainability, that refers to the percentage of data in this subset.
e trade-o in accuracy to gain interpretability is o en criticized in interpretable machine learning. However, the proposed hybrid decision models do not have this concern. On the contrary, integrating an interpretable model with a black-box model can o en boost the predictive performance compared to using the black-box alone. is counter-intuitive phenomenon can be explained by an observation that while a black-box model can be more accurate than an interpretable model globally, there may exist a subspace of data for which an interpretable model su ces to make as or more accurate decisions compared to the black-box model. ( is is proven nicely by our experiments in this paper.) is subset of data could contain instances that are "easy" to decide, for example, those that are far from the decision boundary, so a simple, interpretable model makes no di erence than a more complicated model. is subset may also happen to be be er captured by the interpretable model which obtains higher accuracy locally.
erefore, if combined strategically, a hybrid decision model is capable of obtaining be er predictive accuracy than using any of the two models alone while gaining explainability for the decision-making process.
In this paper, we choose rules as the interpretable component for their symbolic presentation and simple logics. Following the proposed framework, we develop a classi er, Collaborative Blackbox and Rule Set Hybrid (CoBRUSH) model which consists of a black-box model and a small set of short rules. We de ne an objective that considers three fundamental aspects of a hybrid decision model, predictive accuracy, model interpretability, and data explainability. We design an e cient training algorithm that exploits theoretically grounded strategies for fast computation.
An important strength of the proposed framework is that the hybrid decision model only needs the black-box's predictions on the training data. It does not need to know any implementation detail or even what type of model it is, largely concealing information of the black-box model from the interpretable collaborator. is property is critical in building collaborations among di erent systems. When some systems are working with other systems, they may not wish to disclose all information, which may contain con dential features or techniques utilized to build their model.
Our work in this paper uni es interpretable models and blackbox models into the same learning framework. Both are extremes of hybrid decision models. Interpretable models are hybrid models with explainability = 1, and black-box models are hybrid models with explainability = 0. A hybrid framework connects the two discrete points into a continuous regime de ned by accuracy and explainability, providing more exible choices of models for di erent applications.
RELATED WORK
Our work is broadly related to new methods for interpretable machine learning.
ere have been two lines of research in interpretable machine learning in recent years. e rst is developing decision models that are interpretable. Previous work in this category include rule-based models (Rule Sets, e.g., [17, 22, 28, 34] , Rule Lists [3, 36] ), scoring systems [14, 32, 37] , case based models [1, 4, 13] , and etc.
e second line of research is on developing diagnostic or probing models that interpret black-boxes by providing human understandable explanations or approximations, locally [27] or globally [2, 18] . One representative work is LIME [27] that explains the predictions of any classi er in an interpretable and faithful manner, by learning an interpretable model locally around the prediction. More recently, developments in deep learning have been connected strongly with interpretable machine learning and have contributed novel insights into representational issues. So far these representations have been low level, and have not been integrated with the high-level symbolic representations used in knowledge representation [8] .
Our work is fundamentally di erent from the research above. A hybrid decision model is not a pure interpretable model. It utilizes the predictive power of black-box models to preserve the predictive accuracy. It is also not a diagnostic model where the interpretable component only observes but does not participate in the decision process. Here, a hybrid decision model uses an interpretable and a black-box model simultaneously in decision making and yields be er predictive performance than the black-box model alone.
e idea of combining two models can date back to more than two decades ago [15, 31] . One of the earliest works [15] proposed NBTree which induces a hybrid of decision-tree classi ers and Naive-Bayes classi ers, [29] proposed a system combining neural network and memory-based learning, [12] combined SVM and logistic regression to forecast intermi ent demand of spare parts, etc. A recent work [33] divides feature spaces into regions with sparse oblique tree spli ing and assign local sparse additive experts to individual regions. Aside from the singletons, there has been a large body of continuous work on neural-symbolic or neural-expert systems [8] pursued by a relatively small research community over the last two decades and has yielded several signi cant results [9, 23, 30, 31] . is line of research has been carried on to combine deep neural networks with expert systems to improve the predictive performance [11] .
Compared to the collaborative models discussed above, our model is distinct in that the proposed framework can work with any black-box model. is black-box model could be a carefully calibrated, advanced model using con dential features or techniques. Our model only needs predictions from the black-box model and do not need to alter the black-box during training or know any other information from it. is minimal requirement of information from the black-box collaborator renders much more exibility in creating collaboration between di erent models, largely preserving con dential information from the more advanced partner.
HYBRID DECISION MODEL
We present a general framework for building a hybrid decision model and formulate a principled objective function combining 
where x i ∈ X is a tuple of a ributes and i ∈ {1, 0} is the corresponding class label. Let f = f ι , f b represent a hybrid decision model that consists of an interpretable model f ι , and a black-box model f b .
e black-box model is given as an input, which can be any model, and we only need its prediction on the training data as an input of the proposed model, denoted as Y b = {ˆ b i } N i . Our goal is to construct an interpretable model f ι to be combined with f b , with the objective to preserve or possibly improve the overall predictive accuracy while achieving high model interpretability and data explainability. A critical issue in designing such a hybrid decision process is how to automatically distribute data to f ι and f b . is is equivalent to creating a partition of the dataset D to D ι and D b , corresponding to training examples sent to f ι and f b , respectively. We design the decision process as below: an input instance x k is rst sent to the interpretable model f ι to try to generate a decision. If a decision can be made, an outputˆ ι k is directly generated. Otherwise, it is sent to f b to generate a decision
See the decision process in Figure 1 . We consider three properties critical when building such a hybrid model. 1) e predictive accuracy. Since f b is pre-given, the accuracy is determined by two factors, the overall predictive accuracy of f ι independently and the collaboration of f ι and f b , i.e., the partition of D to D ι and D b . f ι and f b being completely di erent models give an opportunity to the hybrid model to exploit the strengths of both models if the training examples are partitioned strategically, sending examples to the model which can predict them correctly. In some circumstance, the combination of a weak and a strong model can yield performance be er than the strong model alone. 2) e model interpretability of f ι . Bringing interpretability into the decision process is one of the motivations of building a hybrid model. erefore, small size and low complexity are much-desired properties of f ι . e de nition of interpretability is model speci c and usually refers to using a small number of cognitive chunks [6] . 3) e data explainability of the hybrid model. is is a novel metric we propose for the hybrid framework to capture the percentage of data that can be "explained" by f ι , i.e., the percentage of D ι in D.
De nition 3.1.
e explainability of a hybrid model f = f ι , f b on D is the percentage of data processed by f ι , i.e.,
We formulate the learning objective for building a hybrid decision model as a linear combination of the metrics described above.
is framework uni es interpretable models and black-box models:
interpretable models have explainability of 1, and black-box models have explainability of 0.
COLLABORATIVE BLACK-BOX AND RULE SET HYBRID MODEL
Under the proposed framework, we instantiate a hybrid decision model in this section. Here we take a signi cant step towards interpretability by choosing rules for f ι . Rules are easy to understand for their simple logic and symbolic presentation. ey also naturally handle the partition of data by separating examples according to if they satisfy the rules. Now we present the Collaborative Black-box and Rule Set (Co-BRUSH) model. A CoBRUSH model consists of two sets of rules.
e rst is a set of rules capturing positive instances, called the positive rule set and denoted as R + . e second is a set of rules capturing negative instances, called the negative rule set and denoted as R − . Let R represent the union of R + and R − . If x k satis es any positive rules, it is classi ed as positive. Otherwise, if it satis es any negative rules, it is classi ed as negative. A decision produced from rules is denoted asˆ ι k . If x k does not satisfy any rules in R + or R − , it means f ι fails to decide on x k . en x k is sent to the black-box model f b to generate a decisionˆ b k . D ι is a set of instances sent to f ι . In the context of a CoBRUSH model, we use f ι and R interchangeably when we refer to the interpretable model.
We show an example of a CoBRUSH model in Table 1 learned from a heart disease data set from UCI Machine Learning Repository [21] . In this model, there are two rules in the positive rule set and one rule in the negative rule set. Negative rule set
Before we proceed to formulate the model, we introduce necessary notations and de nitions for rule-based models.
De nition 4.1. size(R) is the number of rules in R.
De nition 4.2. A rule r covers an example x i if x i obeys the rule, denoted as covers(r, x i ) = 1.
De nition 4.3. A rule set R covers an example x i if x i obeys at least one rule in R, i.e. covers(R,
De nition 4.4. Given a data set D, the coverage of a rule set R in D is a set of observations covered by R, i.e., coverage(R) = {i |covers(R, x i ) = 1}.
Given the de nitions, the classi er f built from R and f b can be formulated as below.
De nition 4.5. A CoBRUSH model consists of a positive rule set R + , a negative rule set R − , and a model f b , such that
We formulate the objective function for CoBRUSH following the objective described in Section 3. First, we measure the misclassication error to represent the predictive performance. Given rules R, a black-box model f b and data D, the loss function is
Second, we associate the interpretability with the number of rules, size(R), a commonly used criteria for rule-based models [17, 34, 35] . Last, the explainability of a CoBRUSH model follows de nition 3.1.
We will write ( R, f b , D) and E( R, f b , D) as (R) and E(R), respectively, ignoring the dependence on D and f b for simpler notations since f b and D are both given as input.
Combining de nition 4.1, formula (2) and (3), we formulate the objective function combining predictive accuracy, model interpretability and data explainability.
and our goal is to nd an optimal model R * such that R * ∈ arg min
Here, θ 1 and θ 2 are non-negative coe cients. Tuning the parameters will produce models at di erent operating point of accuracy, interpretability, and explainability. For example, in an extreme case when θ 2 >> θ 1 , the output will be a model that sends all data to f ι , producing a pure interpretable model. When θ 1 >> θ 2 and θ 1 >> 1, the the model will force f ι to have complexity 0, i.e., producing a pure black-box model. We will show in experiments the trade-o s between the three metrics when varying the parameters.
THEORETICAL PROPERTIES
We would like to investigate the performance of an optimal Co-BRUSH model that consists of R * and an input black-box f b in terms of accuracy, interpretability, and explainability. Let D * ι and D * b represent the two joint sets that D is partitioned to by R * , f b .
Bounds on Error. We start with the predictive performance. If only pursuing accuracy, then an interpretable model should only be used when the rules are more accurate than the black-box. In some situations when we pursue explainability more, f ι has to include data points which it cannot predict as accurately as f b . We would like to investigate how much the predictive performance needs to be sacri ced to gain explainability. We derive an upper bound on the error. e misclassi cation error on D b is xed given f b . e predictive performance on D * ι , on the other hand, is unknown. So rst we derive an upper bound on the error on D * ι . Let (R * , D * ι ) represent the error on D * ι produced by R * . We claim
represents the error on D * ι by applying f b alone. ∅ represents an empty rule set. is lemma says that the error on D ι produced by R * is upper bounded by the error of using f b alone. It means the interpretable model cannot lose too much in predictive accuracy if replacing the black-box to predict D ι . Otherwise, the hybrid model will not choose to use interpretable models at all, since the gain in explainability is not enough to make up for the loss in predictive accuracy. Moreover, the error bound decreases as θ 1 increases. Decreasing θ 1 places a stricter constraint on the number of rules. erefore, only highly accurate rules qualify to hold a spot in R.
e error bound also increases with θ 2 . If θ 2 increases, more emphasis is placed on expanding the coverage, so the model becomes more tolerant to errors brought by R.
Given Lemma 1, it is straightforward to derive eorem 1 by adding the classi cation errors on D b produced by f b .
b is the classi cation error on D by applying f b alone, which can be pre-computed. is theorem guarantees a good predictive performance of a hybrid model. Deriving the theorem, we claim
is corollary means that if f b is too good such that the misclassi cation error is less than θ 1 − θ 2 , then it does not need any interpretable collaborator and there's no room for improvement in the objective function, whatever the performance of the rules are.
is corollary can guide us towards choosing appropriate parameters. If we would like to get a non-empty interpretable collaborator, we need to choose θ 1 , θ 2 such that θ 1 − θ 2 < b .
Bounds on Interpretability. To proceed, we investigate the bound on interpretability. We claim
e upper bound decreases as θ 1 increases, consistent with the intuition from the objective function. θ 1 represents the penalty for adding a rule to the model. erefore the higher θ 1 , smaller models are favored. e bound increases with θ 2 since expanding the coverage needs more rules. en we drive a lower bound on the support of any rule in R * .
is means that the optimal model does not contain rules with a support lower than the bound. is bound increases as θ 1 increases, since θ 1 represents the penalty of adding a rule. is theorem is important in the search procedure discussed later as it con nes , , the search chain to a subset of the rule space, excluding unqualied rules (rules with support lower than
) from consideration, which greatly reduces computation.
Bounds on Explainability. Finally, we study the explainability performance of optimal CoBRUSH models.
is theorem shows that the explainability is lower bounded. is lower bound is binding when the CoBRUSH model is perfect and has exactly one rule, giving (R * ) = 0 and size(R * ) = 1.
MODEL TRAINING
We describe a training algorithm to nd an optimal solution R * via minimizing the objective (5). Learning rule-based models is challenging because it involves a search over exponentially many possible sets of rules. Since each rule is a conjunction of conditions, the number of rules increases exponentially with the number of features in a data set, and the solution space (all possible rule sets) is a power set of the rule space. Fortunately, our objective has a nice structure that can be exploited for reducing computation. Here we propose an e cient search algorithm and derive theoretical bounds for faster computation.
Algorithm structure: e algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. Given training examples D, a black-box model f b , parameters θ 1 , θ 2 , base temperature C 0 , and the total number of iterations T , the search procedure follows the main structure of simulated annealing. Each state corresponds to a rule set model, indexed by the time stamp t, denoted as R [t ] . e temperature is a function of the time stamp, C 1− t T 0 that gradually cools down. e neighboring states are de ned as rule sets that are obtained via adding or removing a rule from the current set. A proposed neighbor is accepted with probability exp(
). e starting state R [0] is initialized with an empty set.
Dynamic Bounds roughout the algorithm, we utilize di erent bounds to improve the search e ciency. First, we use eorem 3 to prune the search space. We use FP-Growth to pre-mine a set of rules ϒ that satisfy the minimum support of N θ 1 1+θ 2 and restrict the search only within ϒ. erefore, instead of searching the entire rule space, we only examine a subset of rules. is reduces computation without hurting the optimality. en, we would like to use bounds on the size of the model and explainability to con ne the Markov Chain within promising solution space, preventing it from going too far and wasting too much search time. In eorem 2 and eorem 4, we derived bounds by comparing the optimal solution with the pure black-box f b as the benchmark. As the model gets be er with each iteration, the algorithm will likely nd solutions be er than f b . erefore, we compare the optimal solution with the best solution found so far, to get tighter bounds.
Let λ *
[t ]
represent the best objective value found till time t, i.e. 
] is accepted with probability exp(
) accept the proposal with certain probability 16 : . Instead of comparing with Λ(∅), one needs to use λ * [t ] which is updated whenever a be er solution is found.
Both bounds become tighter as λ * [t ]
continuously gets smaller. en we detail the proposing step at each iteration (line 2-15). Proposing step: To propose a neighbor, at each iteration, we choose to improve one of the three terms (accuracy, interpretability, and explainability) with approximately equal probabilities. With probability 1 3 , or when the upper bound of the model in Corollary 6.1 is violated, we aim to decrease the size of R [t ] (improve interpretability) by removing a rule from R [t ] (line 3 -4). With probability 1 3 or when the lower bound on explainability is violated, we aim to increase coverage of R [t ] (improve explainability) by adding a rule to R [t ] (line 5-6). Finally, with another probability 1 3 , we aim to decrease the classi cation error (improve accuracy).
To decrease the misclassi cation error, we follow similar steps used in [34] . At each iteration, we draw an example from examples misclassi ed by the current model. If the example is not covered by R [t ] , it means it was previously sent to the black-box model, since we cannot alter the black-box model, we add a rule to the positive or negative rule set (consistent with the label of the instance) to cover the example, re-routing it to f ι . If the example is covered by R [t ] , it means it was sent to the interpretable model but was covered by the wrong rule set. en there are two ways to correct the mistake. With probability 1/2 or if the instance is covered by both positive and negative rule sets, we swap the two rule sets, i.e., change the order of the rule sets that an instance goes through. Otherwise, we remove a rule from the positive (if the instance is negative) or negative (if the instance is positive) rule set that covers the example, re-routing it to f b . When choosing a rule to add or remove, we rst evaluate the rules using precision, which is the percentage of correctly classi ed examples of the rule. en we balance between exploitation, choosing the best rule, and exploration, choosing a random rule, to avoid ge ing in a local minimum.
EXPERIMENTS
We perform a detailed experimental evaluation of CoBRUSH on synthetic and real-world datasets and compare the performance with state-of-the-art interpretable and black-box baselines.
E ect of Parameters and Black-Box Models
e rst goal of the analysis in this section is to investigate the trade-o s between accuracy, explainability, and interpretability of CoBRUSH models. Speci cally, we want to study how these three metrics change with parameters θ 1 and θ 2 , and how varying one metric a ects the others. e second goal is to analyze the e ect of f b with various predictive performance. In order to have full control of data and have a ground truth to compare with, we choose synthetic datasets for this analysis.
We generate 10 datasets {x m } m=1, ···10 of size 10, 000 (instances) ×10 ( ≥ 0.5. us we obtain 10 independent datasets for binary classi cation. We split each dataset into 75% of training set and 25% of test set and run the proposed model on these datasets. e maximum length of rules is set to 4. Our goal is to study the e ect of f b , θ 1 , θ 2 on the output model. First, we vary the performance of black-box models. For each dataset, we create three black-box models with di erent predictive performance. e rst black-box is a perfect model with accuracy of 1, i.e., b = 0, with the input labels set asˆ b i = m i . en we create two imperfect black-box models with error rates b = 0.2 and 0.4. To do that we set a random 20% and 40% of labels to 1 − Y m i and the rest to Y m i . en, we choose θ 1 , θ 2 from {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 10, 100}, obtaining 64 pairs of parameters.
erefore, for each dataset, we run CoBRUSH with a combination of black-box models and parameters, generating a total of 192 models. We evaluate the size of the models and test their accuracy and explainability on the test set. Figure 2 shows the results. e explainability and interpretability behaved consistently for di erent b : as θ 1 increases (along the Y-axis), the model pursues fewer rules, decreasing the size of rule sets. Meanwhile, as θ 2 increases (along the X-axis), CoBRUSH pursues outputs with higher explainability by including more rules to cover more data. Explainability and the size of rules act in cohort that higher explainability generally indicates more rules in the model. To be er visualize the relationship between accuracy and the other two metrics, we plot in Figure 3 the accuracy of all models on the y-axis versus the explainability and model size on the xaxis. ere are three sets of points marked with di erent colors, representing black-box models with b = 0, 0.2, 0.4, respectively.
Hybrid Decision
Each set has 640 of points generated from 10 datasets × 64 pairs of parameters. In the accuracy-explainability plot, each set of points starts from explainability = 0, representing using a pure blackbox model and achieving a mean accuracy equal to b and end at explainability = 1 when all data are classi ed by rules. Note that the accuracy at explainability = 1 is independent of which black-box model the rules collaborate with, therefore the three clusters all end with a mean accuracy of 0.74 at explainability =1.
en we examine each set of points. For the perfect black-box model with b = 0, as the explainability and size increase, accuracy decreases. e intuition is straightforward: as more data are sent to the non-perfect model, the overall accuracy decreases accordingly. If the black-box model is not perfect ( b = 0.2 or 0.4), it is interesting to observe that the accuracy-explainability and the accuracy-size appear convex, with the most accurate model located in the middle of the curve with a non-negligible explainability, represented with darker points in Figure 3 . We nd 10 most accurate models from 10 datasets and then report their accuracy, model size, and explainability in the table below Figure 3 .
e accuracy increases 10% compared to the black-box model alone for b = 0.2 and 25% for b = 0.25. It means the collaboration of a black-box model and an interpretable model can improve the predictive accuracy while gaining considerable explainability in the data.
is behavior of hybrid decision models is not surprising considering similar phenomenon in ensemble methods where a collection of weak learners can form a model that's more accurate than any individual base learner. Ensemble methods rely on the combined decision of multiple leaners, o en referred to as "collective wisdom". Each data point is decided by multiple learners at the same time. e hybrid decision model, however, relies on a strategic partitioning of data to utilize the strength of two models in di erent data subspace. A data point is sent to one model for decision, and if the model is trained well, it is sent to the model that can predict it correctly. is yields a performance boost in the overall accuracy.
is result is important since it shows that introducing interpretability into a decision-making process doesn't necessarily need to sacri ce predictive performance, but can improve the predictive accuracy while gaining explainability to the data. is big advantage will give an immense opportunity for hybrid decision models to be used in real-world applications.
Experiments on Public Datasets
We analyze ve real-world datasets from domains where interpretability is highly desired, including healthcare, judiciaries, demography and customer analysis. A summary of the datasets is shown in Table 2 . ese datasets vary in size and types of variables. All datasets are publicly available at UCI Repository [21] or ICPSR. We processe each dataset by binarizing all categorical features and discretizing real-valued features into ve intervals. Baselines We benchmark the performance of CoBRUSH against state-of-the-art interpretable and black-box methods. For interpretable models, we choose classic decision trees, C4.5 [25] and C5.0 [16] , and two state-of-the-art rule-based classi ers, Scalable Bayesian Rule Lists (SBRL) [36] and Bayesian Rule Sets (BRS) [35] . BRS and SBRL are two representative recent methods which have proved to achieve simpler models with competitive predictive accuracy compared to the older rule-based classi ers. For black-box models, we choose three top performing models, Random Forests [20] , AdaBoost [7] and extreme gradient boosting trees (XGBoost) [5] . Speci cally, XGBoost has been the leading model for working with standard tabular data in recent years. Implementation We use R and python packages [10, 24, 26] for baseline methods except for BRS which has the code publicly available 2 . For C5.0, we tune the minimum number of samples in at least two of the splits. For BRS, we set the maximum length of rules to 4. ere are parameters α + , β + , α − , β − that govern the likelihood of the data. We set β + , β − to 1 and vary α + , α − from {100, 1000, 10000}. For SBRL, we set the maximum length of rules to 2 since the computer will have a memory over ow using longer rules (the computer used for this experiments has 3.5 GHz 6-Core Intel Xeon E5 processor and 64 GB 1866 MHz DDR3 RAM). ere are hyperparameters λ for the expected length of the rule list and η for the expected cardinality of the rules in the optimal rule list. We vary λ from {5, 10, 15, 20} and η from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. For random forests, we tune the number of trees and the number of features picked at each tree. For Adaboost, we tune the number of estimators. For XGBoost, we choose the booster type to be gbtree and tuned gamma, maximum depth of tree and minimum child weight. We use nested cross-validation and grid search to tune parameters for each method on each fold, obtaining ve best models for each method. For C4.5, we tune the minimum size of leaves.
en we use the three black-box methods as an input to Co-BRUSH to build three hybrid decision models, represented as ·, RF , ·, AdaBoost and ·, XGBoost . We set the maximum length of rules to 4. For each model, we tune θ 1 and θ 2 via nested CV and choose the pair that achieved the highest mean CV error.
7.2.1 Accuracy and explainability. We report the accuracy and explainability on the test set in in Table 3and 4, respectively. It is clear from the table that when a black-box model collaborated with rules, the CoBRUSH model was able to achieve the same or be er predictive accuracy. is is consistent with our results from the synthetic data. We underlined the results when the CoBRUSH model outperformed its black-box, for example, all CoBRUSH models on dataset juvenile and recidivism. Especially for Adaboost on recidivism, introducing rules increased the over predictive accuracy from .690 to .743. Combining the two tables, we observe that the be er accuracy were achieved by CoBRUSH models when the rules captured a considerable portion of the data, i.e., high explainability. One the other hand, hybrid model failed to do be er when the explainability was 0 or very small. is is because the predictive performance can be be er only when rules are exploited and the data space is partitioned strategically to combine the strength of the two models. When the explainability is 0 or very low, the contribution from the interpretable model is limited, therefore could not improve the predictive accuracy. Table 5 . We also report the accuracy of f ι alone when forcing explainability to 1 by increasing θ 2 to a very large number. is accuracy is independent of which black-box the rules work with. As shown in the table, the accuracy of f ι on D ι is always higher than that of f b on D ι .
is again shows that our fundamental assumption is true -there exists a subspace where the interpretable model is more accurate than the black-box model, even if the blackbox model is be er globally. is subspace is D ι and our CoBRUSH was successful in nding it and assigning it to rules, gaining an improved accuracy and explainability at the same time. erefore, the process of building a hybrid decision model is to equivalent to nding a subspace where the interpretable component can outperform the black-box model.
Next, we investigate what kind of data is in D ι compared to those in D b . So we compare the partial accuracy of f b on D ι and f b on D b and nd that the former is always lower than the la er. is result illuminates how the data space is partitioned: data that are "easy" to predict are sent to D ι and those that are harder to predict remain in D b for f b to decide. erefore D ι is a subspace that is relatively far away from the decision boundary. is is consistent with our intuition: if an instance is easy to predict than a simple model can su ce or even outperform a complicated model.
7.2.3
Interpretability. Finally, we analyze the interpretability of hybrid decision models, measured by the total number of rules in the positive and negative rule set. We compare the size of CoBRUSH models with the number of rules in the interpretable baselines. Among the four baseline models, we can directly measure the number of rules in SBRL models and BRS models since, like CoBRUSH, they consist of a list or a set of rules. To compare with decision trees, we count the number of leaves. Figure 4 shows the results for the seven methods on ve datasets. e x-axis represents the sizes, and the y-axis represents the 5-CV test accuracy. We use error bars to represent the standard deviation. As shown in Figure 4 , CoBRUSH always uses a much smaller number of rules. is is not surprising since the model is responsible for only part of the data including a few times when there is no rule in the model. We show an example of CoBRUSH model in Table 6 . is model is trained with Adaboost on one fold of census dataset. e overall accuracy on the test set is 0.826, and the explainability is 0.97. e positive rule set has a partial predictive accuracy of 0.739, and it covers 13% of the data. e negative rule set consists of two rules, and the partial accuracy is 0.85. is part explains 84% of the data.
e last 3% of data cannot be determined by rules and are sent to the Adaboost model which achieved an accuracy of 0.64. , , 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a general framework for learning a Hybrid Decision Model that integrates an interpretable model with any black-box model to preserve or possibly improve the predictive accuracy while introducing explanations in the decision process. We instantiated this framework with Collaborative Black-box and Rule Set Hybrid (CoBRUSH) model using logic rules as the interpretable component. We investigated theoretical properties of CoBRUSH models and derived performance bounds on predictive accuracy, model interpretability, and data explainability. To train the model, we designed an e cient search algorithm that exploits theoretical bounds to improve search e ciency. Experiments demonstrated that hybrid decision models were able to achieve higher accuracy than black-boxes alone while gaining explainability. e CoBRUSH model is just one example of the proposed hybrid decision models. A major contribution of this work is that we proposed a general framework of combining interpretable models with black-box models. Speci cally, we proposed a new concept of explainability, which is a fundamental property for any hybrid models. Our framework can support the exploration of a variety of interpretable models, such as linear models, decision trees, etc.
e proposed framework provides a new solution to bridging the gap between interpretable and black-box models, especially when one wishes not to give up the high predictive accuracy or interpretability. Hybrid decision models connect the two discrete points of pure interpretable models and pure black-box models into a continuous regime de ned by accuracy and explainability. A well-trained hybrid model can strike a nice balance between the two extremes and provide a be er combination of both. We envision the hybrid machine learning will open up many new research opportunities in machine learning for decision-making.
Code e code for this paper is available at h ps://github.com/ wangtongada/CoBRUSH
